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Directions for use 

 

 CreteBeater must not be diluted with water. Mix 1 to 1 with air in a foamer for best results. 
CreteBeater works by attacking and separating the lime bondings in anything cementitious. 
As water contains lime - diluting CreteBeater with water uses up some of the active 
ingredients and weakens the formula. 

 

 Only fill the foamer half way with CreteBeater, this leaves enough room for air to mix with 
the product. 

 

 Pressurise foamer until pump handle has resistance. 
 

 Half depress or feather the trigger until foam comes out at the desired consistency. This 
should be roughly as thick as shaving foam. This ensures that CreteBeater will adhere to 
vertical or inverted surfaces.  
 

 Apply a thick layer of CreteBeater and allow to soak in. CreteBeater needs to be active for 
30-40 mins. CreteBeater is only active while wet – In summer conditions or warm 
weather  CreteBeater may have to be re-applied 2-3 times to ensure that it remains wet 
and therefore active for the full 30=40 mins. 
 

 For very thick or strong encrusted concrete - apply a layer of CreteBeater, allow to soak in 
for 5 mins then agitate with a stiff nylon brush. If you then apply a second coat and allow to 
soak in for 30 mins you will have sped up the process. 
 

 When CreteBeater has finished working its way through the layers it will have turned the 
concrete to a flaky paste. A visible sign of this will be the surface cracking, flaking and 
peeling. 
 

 For best results use a pressure washer to remove CreteBeater and the concrete. 
 

 If there are any white dusty marks left after the clean down, just rinse off again. These white 
marks will not reform as cement. 
 

 If after the first clean there is any concrete remaining CreteBeater will remove the rest 
during subsequent cleans. CreteBeater is intended to be used little and often as part of a 
regular cleaning / maintenance schedule. If you are removing thick layers of old concrete or 
returning a vehicle or piece of equipment back to its original concrete-free state then 
multiple applications may be necessary. Once you have removed all the existing or old 
concrete, a regular light dusting of CreteBeater should be all that is necessary to keep your 
vehicle or equipment concrete-free. 
 

 After using CreteBeater use the release valve on the foamer to release pressure and rinse 
filters under a tap. 

 
 
 
  

 


